KATANA 8
***** ATTENTION *****
To whom it may concern.
The Katana Fighting, World Cruiserweight title fight took place at the event Katana 8 : SUPERNOVA, on Saturday August 3rd, at the Meadowbank Arena,
Edinburgh, Scotland, between *Rustam Guseinov [Sco/Lith]
and
*Loren Javier Jorge [Spain],
With the match ending in such a highly controversial manner, the contest was
declared a No-Contest, and an independent Review Committee was set up, in
order to review and "re-judge" the decision / outcome of the fight.
This Review Committee comprised *Ernesto Hoost [Hol],
*Andre Mannaart [Hol],
*Horia Radulescu [Rom],
*Billy Murray [Ire],
and a couple of other Mega high level people of the fightsport World, that preferred not to be named.
Each member of the panel was given video footage of the fight, and NO guidance or information whatsoever, as to the outcome of the match, in advance of
them reviewing / judging the fight.
They were given info on the OFFICIAL Katana Rules, which were in operation
for the fight.
After watching and considering their views on the match, EVERY member of the
review panel scored the fight in the SAME manner, and uanimously with the
SAME result !
This result was that the Winner of the fight was in fact - Loren Javier Jorge.
Katana Fighting fully accept the result of this review committee and consequently announce that therefore, the winner, and Katana Fighting, World,
Cruiserweight Champion is indeed - Loren Javier Jorge.
*Notes -
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[1] After the controversy this match caused, Katana Fighting are implementing
a full review of our methods for assigning judges for major matches and are
also implementing an updated Referee and Judge training programme.
[2] Katana Fighting are also looking at staging a rematch at some point in the
future with these two fighters, subject to both location and purse negotiations.

